
 
 
 

 

 

A91505 - AUSTRALIAN COTTTON SHIPPERS ASSOCIATION (ACSA) – 

APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION – SUBMISSION 

 
 
 
ACSA is seeking authorization to purchase cotton from cotton growers in Australia using pricing 

grades based on high volume instrument (HVI) classing of the colour and leaf of cotton, rather 

than visual classing of those attributes. 

This would include offering premium and discount sheets (and subsequently payment) with 

quadrants for grades based on HVI classing of colour and leaf opposed to offering premium and 

discount sheets based on subjective interpretation of classing for colour and leaf using United 

States Department of Agriculture (USDA) International standards boxes which are used globally 

to describe the colour of cotton.  

We are a family owned cotton grower that has been producing cotton in the Gwydir and 

Macintyre Valleys for nearly 40 years. We are also involved as a Cotton Ginner and have 

interests in an international cotton trading business. We wish to advise the ACCC of a number of 

points on why we do not think that this application should be accepted and why we ultimately 

believe that this authorization will be well less beneficial to the overall industry and most 

particularly the cotton producer. 

The cotton producer will be significantly financially worse off under the proposed changes. It is 

so very important that the trade is not allowed to make changes that they perceive as beneficial 

to the industry by ‘biting the hand that feeds them’. 

To put this into perspective our farming entity would have received an additional A$289,998 

worth of Discounts this season if our cotton was being classified under the proposed 

authorization.  

 

Timing 

Firstly within the application the Association is asking for assistance from the Commission to 

make its final determination by September 2015 because the applicants wish to begin using 

pricing grades and offering P&D sheets based on HVI classing for forward purchases of the 2016 

cotton crop. 

We find the above request both unrealistic and not quite fair for a number of reasons: 

A) The applicants have had a minimum of 18 months to prepare and then produce this 

Application; whereas the interested parties have only had from the 24th July through until 14th 

August (3 weeks) to officially respond.  

B) as at 20th July 2015 is has been estimated by an Independent publication that 47.5% of the 

2016 Australian crop has been forward sold from the grower to the Merchant. To the best of our 

knowledge there has not been any purchase contracts issued from the Merchants (Association 

members) to state that the HVI colour and leaf classification (and subsequent P&D) requested in 



the Application will be applied to that said contract. Therefore we do not believe that there is 

justification for such a stringent time line. It appears as though the Applicants request for a 

September decision could possibly make this transition ad hoc and protracted as nearly half of 

the 2016 crop has already been sold with contractual arrangements that do not include or allow 

for HVI classing of colour and leaf. 

 

CHINA  

As mentioned in the submission China is the largest customer for Australian cotton. To 

understand how important the Chinese market is for Australia please note statistics on actual 

market share as follows. To emphasize the importance and scale of China we have included 

China and the next highest market share which are a distant second. (source: Australian Cotton 

Shippers Association website) 

2012     2013    2014  

CHINA   68%           CHINA  66%           CHINA  56% 

INDONESIA  8.5%           INDONESIA 7.5%            VIETNAM 9% 

 

When we sell cotton to China we are required to agree to the following terms: ‘CIQ WEIGHT & 

QUALITY FINAL’. This means that we ship the cotton based off the quality that we sold them 

which in turn is determined from the classification provided under the current combination of 

subjective (Colour & leaf) and objective (Mic, strength, length) measurements. Once the 

shipment arrives in China the CIQ have 90 days to provide the results back to the buyer and who 

in turn determines a financial evaluation based off the CIQ findings and if necessary sends a 

claim to the shipper. There is NO recourse or subsequent negotiation of this penalty (CIQ FINAL) 

which is just part and parcel of dealing cotton with China 

We have done a survey of the CIQ Classing offices in China and have the following feedback:  

“Ref. made on previous conversation, we have visited three main CIQ labs and talk to the chiefs 

and classer in Shandong, Jiangsu and Hebei. All reported to us they are grading Aussie cotton 

(Colour and extraneous matter) manually. Three provinces combined are using more than 80% of 

Australian cotton imported by China.  

Reference from Respectable mills or traders are Luthai, Sanyang in Shandong, Hongrun and 

Xindadong or Spring Textiles in Hebei and Huafang and SDIC Nanjing in Jiangsu province. 

Guess only Guangdong and some other small cotton consuming provinces might grade Aussie 

cotton by HVI machines. We have not visited Guangdong CIQ yet. We can't be 100% sure about 

Guangdong CIQ too but they would represent less than 5% of overall Aussie imports”. 

This indicates to us that Manual classing of colour and leaf is still the official method used in the 

classification of Australian cotton in China. This is a very relevant point when China exercises 

such strict terms (non negotiable) with regards to CIQ quality FINAL. By introducing HVI 

classification we bring ourselves out of line with the classification methodology of the Australia’s 

largest customer and user. 

Outside of China there are some clients from destination markets that request HVI data. As a 

reputable shipper of cotton we do NOT provide this information and rely on our strict quality 

allocation guidelines to ensure we actually ship what we have sold. We cannot afford to tarnish 

our reputation by under shipping the quality against a forward contract.  

We have found that providing colour and leaf HVI data creates a lot of misperception for the 

buyer. We are constantly reminding the Buyers that Australian cotton is not well represented by 

HVI colour readings because of the relative whiteness (less yellow) of our cotton. This 

phenomenon is well known by the consumers of Premium Australian cotton. These buyers have 

been paying a hefty premium for this cotton for many years and they are well versed and 



comfortable in the reasoning behind the relative unimportance of HVI colour of Australian 

cotton. 

 

HVI COLOUR AND HVI LEAF 

The Colorimeters and cameras used in HVI machines are specifically designed to interpret the 

Reflectiveness and the yellowness of cotton. To measure the results the USDA developed a 

USDA colour diagram to show the HVI colour quadrants for American Upland Cotton. It is widely 

known and publicised that Australian cotton is a lot whiter (less yellow) than cotton from the 

USA.  The 2 growths are in essence different in colour. This means that Australian cotton has a 

lower +b which generally places our lower Rd type cotton back towards the quadrant of the HVI 

colour chart where more HVI Middling (M) and Strict Low Middling (SLM) sit. Under HVI colour 

testing this would mean a more significant amount of cotton would risk reading closer to a HVI 

SLM which means a higher chance of discounts to the producer.  

Out of 47,096 bales that we had classed manually for colour there was only 545 bales that were 

called 41 colour. This compares to a total of 9,589 bales that were a HVI 41 colour and below.  

HVI Leaf classification is only mentioned briefly in the ASCA submission but based off our HVI 

data analysis of this year’s classing we believe it to be a very major factor that will affect the 

profitability of the producer.  

Out of 47,096 bales that we had classed manually we had 7 (seven) bales that were called a 4 

Leaf and as such discounted accordingly against the individual merchants Premium and Discount 

(P&D) sheet. When you look at the HVI ‘4’ leaf call we had a total of 2,833 bales. Under the 

proposed submission this would result in us receiving a discount on an additional 2,826 bales 

which would result in a 300 – 700 point penalty equivalent A$20.00 - A$48.00 per bale 

depending on colour grade. If we use the average grade at 31-1 (Colour) and 4 Leaf (-400 pts = 

$27.40 / bale) then this would be an additional A$77,432 of discount. If we use the 41-1 colour 

(manual 31) then the discount would be (-700 pts) A$135,493. 

 

OFFERING PREMIUM & DISCOUNT SHEETS 

The widely accepted process of forward merchant purchases from the grower commonly 

involves the Merchant NOT providing a P&D Sheet that will be applied against the 

corresponding quality delivered against that contract commitment. 

The P&D sheets are generally provided around the first week of March each year just after the 

cotton crop has opened and at the start of harvest when there is a better general understanding 

of the likely weather conditions.  

Given that already nearly 50% of cotton has been sold for the 2016 season it would not be fair if 

the grower was expected to accept a new P&D schedule based on the application from the 

shippers given that producers (contrary to the claims in the APPLICATION) have not had the 

opportunity to compare all of the P&D’s under the proposed system.   

 

 

 

GINNING 

As per the example above HVI leaf classification will obviously result in greater percentages of 4 

leaf being called and subsequently discounted by the buyer. One consequence of this is going to 

be added pressure to the ginning industry and finally the grower. Producers are not going to 

take a $20 - $48 per bale discount very well and will look to the Ginning company to make sure 

that their cotton is being processed in a way that they run little to no chance of receiving a 

discount for 4 leaf based off the seemingly more stringent machine read leaf classification.  



This would end up with the gin having to slow down their production rate significantly as well as 

having to use more heating consumables thus driving up their variable costs. The only way a gin 

could maintain these additional costs would be to increase the Tariff rate for ginning which will 

once again impact the grower’s bottom line.  

A slower overall ginning capacity in a full plant season could also have a significant impact on 

having processed cotton available to meet the hectic pace of required shipments against 

forward sales within, what is sometimes a small window of opportunity prior to the Northern 

hemisphere harvest.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The application is asking the industry to adopt a classification system whereby (given the unique 

Rd and +b characteristics of Australia cotton) a larger amount of cotton could potentially fall 

into HVI 41-1 which would have otherwise be manually classified as a 31 Base grade. This simply 

indicates that the risk will have been transferred from the Merchant back to the grower via 

applicable financial discounts. 

The Manual classification system has served our industry well and the Trade have been a 

significant part and sharers of that success. Ironically today in Australia we have approximately 

15 Cotton Merchants that all compete to buy Australian cotton which is a record amount of 

competitors that the industry has ever seen. We do not consider that this extraordinary 

competitor presence has been as a result of a failed classification system. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 

 

William John Seery 


